Abstract-With the humongous amount of news stories published daily and the range of ways (RSS feeds, blogs etc) to disseminate them, even an expert at tracking new developing stories can feel the information overload. At most times, when a user is reading a news story, she would like to know "what happened before this?" or "how things progressed after this incident?". In this paper, we present a novel real-time yet simple method to detect and track new events related to violence and terrorism in news streams through their life over a time line. We do this by first extracting signature of the event, at microscopic level rather than topic or macroscopic level, and then tracking and linking this event with mentions of same event signature in other incoming news articles. There by forming a thread that links all the news articles that describe this specific event, with no training data used or machine learning algorithms employed. We also present our experimental evaluations conducted with Document Understand Conference (DUC) datasets that validate our observations and methodology.
INTRODUCTION
The ever-growing amount of electronically disseminated news stories available for daily peruse is almost overwhelming. To pay detailed human attention to every developing story and to track these stories over a time period is an insurmountable task. Imagine an intelligence expert who needs answers for the question "What happened during Greece Student Riots and how the story unfolded?" she has to search news paper websites and feeds to find the articles she could read about this story and arrange, organize and link these stories mentally in the fashion they would have unfolded, in order to understand what happened and to get the bigger picture.
As defined in Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) domain, we present some definitions [1] and also define Event Signature (ES) . A "story" is a news article delivering some information to the users. A "topic" is a set of news stories strongly connected by a seminal event, whereas an "event" is something that happens at some specific time and place [2] . For example "Chinese airplane crash in Korea in April 2002" is an event. Topic is more general, for example news stories about "Mars Probe Phoenix" or "Hurricane Katrina". TDT research is focused on three main tracks [3] : 1) First Story Detection (FSD) -identify if a news article is talking about a new story or it belongs to known topic. 2) Story Segmentation -segment a news stream into topically cohesive stories, this task mainly applies to audio or TV news (e.g., transcribed speech), since web news articles/feeds are supplied in segmented form. 3) Topic Tracking -track events of interest based on sample news stories, and associate incoming news stories with the related stories, which were already discussed before.
II. RELATED WORK
One of main problem tackled in text data mining research is to extract meaningful structure from document streams that arrive continuously over time, [6] presents an approach to model "burst of activity" in a such document stream. Seminal work [7, 8] in event detection and tracking explored both retrospective detection and online detection approaches and clustering algorithms like agglomerative clustering, augmented Group Average Clustering [8] were used. Well-known idfweighted cosine coefficient metric method [11] was also used to detect and track, with good results in tracking but not encouraging results in detection task.
Retrospective detection is defined as the discovery of previously unidentified events in historical news corpus [10] . In their work, [10] used both contents and time information of news articles. Online (real-time) detection strives to identity the onset of new events from live news feeds in real-time [8] . A real-time news event extraction system [9] extracts violence and disaster events by processing the news article using extraction grammars on each document in the cluster.
III. EXTRACTING EVENT SIGNATURES TO TRACK EVENT THREADS A. Event Signature
We like to capture all the pertinent information that describes an event (like people involved, organizations mentioned, locations, dates, event describing phrases etc.) We extract this information from the text of the news articles and also try to capture the uniqueness about the event (example shown in figure 1). Figure 2 shows an example of an Event Thread, a chain/thread of news articles about a particular event sorted based on the date published. We remove duplicate articles which have exact same text, as it is a common occurrence to get the story from a news wire service (like Reuters, or AFP). 
B. Extracting Named Entities
The field of Named Entity Recognition (NER) has matured considerably over last few years and systems based on Conditional Random Fields [4] have shown very good results. We used Stanford NER 1 system for labeling three entity class types: PERSON, ORGANIZATION, and LOCATION. To recognize DATE mentions in the text, we used regular expressions to recognize different date formats and also calendar months, days and years.
C. Extracting Violence Type Words (Action Words)
Recognizing the action words that describe a violent activity (like bombing, kidnapping, blast, shot, killed, burnt) in the text, is first step to classify whether the document (or paragraph) may be describing a violent event that happened at some location at a certain time. We recognize violence type words using a hash table built as ontology of these words, which we extracted using an initial (around 240) seed root words describing violence (e.g., kill, shot, burn, bomb) and recursively extracting synonyms from WordNet 2 using synonym sets (synsets). To match words, say "burnt" and "burned" as same words in the given context, we stem these words using Porter Stemmer [5] before matching process.
D. Extracting Event Defining Phrases
To fully capture the signature of the event, we also need to extract phrases that usually end up defining or describing the event or incident in few words (like "Daniel Pearl's Kidnapping", "9/11 attacks" or "Greece Student Riots"). We first extract candidate phrases from the news articles by dropping stop words and collecting remaining words as phrases. Next step is to filter these phrases through heuristics rules that keep only those phrases that match these rules (e.g. "… [Named-Entity]…..<Violence-Type word>…."). Then, we select the defining phrase that best matches the whole article using vector cosine similarity measure.
E. Thread Signature
In order to speed up event tracking, instead of comparing the new incoming article with every article previously seen, we maintain thread signatures for every thread and efficiently compare thread signatures to new article event signature. 
F. Online Extraction of Event Threads
Algorithm (in figure 4) describes Event Signature similarity computation with Thread Signatures. Figure 3 shows the thread extraction process. Event Threads are extracted directly from live RSS feeds.
IV. EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTS
An evaluation of event thread extraction performance was carried on Document Understanding Conference (DUC) 3 datasets, from year 2004 to 2006. Datasets (DUC2004, DUC2005 and DUC2006) each consists of 50 folders (clusters) of news articles from Associated Press and New York Times. Each cluster contains 25 news articles about a particular topic or event. For our experiments we take each cluster as a thread about that event or topic. We observed that in most articles, the primary event talked about is mentioned in the title and first two paragraphs. If we leverage this observation, we can save valuable real-time while doing expensive NER and also reduce noise in the signature extracted. To validate this, we conducted experiments on both long (full) articles and short (title and first two paragraphs) articles. To study the effects of length of the thread (number of articles in the thread), we conducted experiments for thread length of 6 and 10 articles in each cluster respectively. And to study the effects of increasing number of threads, we conducted experiments with datasets with 10 threads and 25 thread collections. So, a dataset (see Figure 5 and 6) labeled "25-10-S" means, 25 total threads, with 10 short articles in each thread cluster. For each dataset, we collected all the articles from all clusters into one cluster and sorted them randomly, and tried to extract threads back from this collection. We evaluated event thread extraction performance by these criteria.
Number of threads extracted: (How many threads were extracted from initial dataset of 25 threads?). Figure 5 and figure 6 show results for 10 thread and 25 thread datasets respectively. We got almost comparable results for both short and long articles, short performing little better. We got better results for DUC2006 dataset as it has cleaner clusters than other two datasets.
F-measure: (The weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall), F-measure scores for each dataset are shown in figure 7 . We see that short articles out performs long articles by 6.5% and again DUC2006 performing best in three datasets. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a novel real-time yet simple method to detect and track new events related to violence and terrorism in news streams with no training data used or machine learning algorithms employed. We see that event thread extraction using only title and first two paragraphs of the article performed better than full articles. In future work, we need to handle splitting threads into multiple threads as the stories diverge into multiple stories.
